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Abstract

What are the barriers to voter registration in Africa? Can simple educational interventions
about the process of voter registration improve registration rates? Or are operational inter-
ventions required? While a wide body of political science literature focuses on possibilities for
information to improve political participation, few studies explore the material barriers to par-
ticipation. This is surprising, given that in Africa practical, spatial, and/or economic constraints
loom large. One case in point is voter mobilization. A core tenet of democracy assistance and
governance aid in the developing world is that civic education improves political participation,
and a growing literature confirms this belief. But are these gains large, and if so, relative to
what? We suggest that a missing element in this broad field of research is the study of practical,
material constraints.

This document outlines a research design aimed at examining the impact of information-
based and operational interventions to improve voter registration in Kenya. The project is
implemented together with the Independent Elections and Boundaries Commission of Kenya
(IEBC). Our 2x3 factorial design will cross two interventions. The first involves an informational
intervention: providing citizens with basic information about voter registration via canvassing
or SMS. The second involves an operational intervention designed to reduce the cost of voter
registration: bringing voter registration officers and technology to the village, removing the need
for citizens to travel to a distant central office to add their name to the register. This study
targets 1,674 polling stations across seven counties in Kenya.
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1 Introduction

Electoral participation is important. Democratic practice requires an informed electorate able to
select quality leaders and hold them accountable for policy choices. However, informational con-
straints may prevent some individuals from participating in the electoral process. For instance,
some citizens may be unaware of how or why to register to vote. Similarly, operational constraints
may matter. Citizens may be unable to bear the costs of participation – traveling to register or
providing appropriate identification. A preponderance of research examines the effect of civic edu-
cation on political participation in the developing world, with little corresponding research on the
practical or material constraints to participation. Put another way, governments, electoral com-
missions, donors, and scholars tend to focus on how information affects political behavior, without
considering that more fundamental constraints may prevent citizens from joining the electorate.

In this section we first review existing research on mobilizing voters, with a focus on infor-
mational/educational interventions aimed at increasing citizen awareness and practical/material
interventions that reduce the citizen’s cost of voting. Subsequently, we anchor our study in the
Kenyan context and discuss our contributions.

1.1 Previous Literature

We use “informational intervention” to refer to policies or treatments that are intended to provide
citizens with normative or positive information about the voting process. Thus, our definition
spans a wide variety of types of education – from education about policy content in Lassen (2005)
to information on how to register to vote in Nickerson (2007). Green and Gerber (2015, chapter 10)
assert that direct, face-to-face appeals appear to work better than less personal appeals, a result
also seen in research on voter turnout.1

Substantial asymmetry exists between informational interventions used in developed countries
and those used in contexts like Kenya. In the developing world, educational interventions take a
broad range of forms from “community workshops on different aspects of democratic governance
and human rights” in South Africa in Finkel (2002) to the “drama shows held in market places”
in Zambia described in Bratton and Alderfer (1999). Interventions tend to focus on communities,
rather than individuals. One reason for this design choice in the developing world is the lack of
accessible, reliable voter registration records that enable mass, targeted individual interventions
like those often conducted in the United States, where voter registration lists are readily accessible.

Particularly relevant to our work are Steven E. Finkel and Rojo-Mendoza (2012) and Finkel
and Smith (2011), which examine the impact of civic education on a range of behavioral out-
comes related to Kenya’s 2002 and 2007 elections, respectively. Both civic education exercises in
Kenya involved community- or group-level informational interventions. Using observational data
from Kenya’s pre-election civic education efforts, both find positive relationships between the civic
education intervention and a number of self-reported measures of political knowledge and partic-
ipation. The results from these studies provide evidence that civic education improves several
outcomes measuring political behavior. However, the substantive impacts of the intervention on
outcomes related to participation seem surprisingly weak, leading to an increase of 0.1 σY in “lo-
cal political participation” and 0.03 σY in “national political participation” in the 2002 data and
an increase of between 0.086 and 0.106 in “political participation” (as measured on a seven point

1See Nickerson (2007) and Bennion and Nickerson (2011) on mass email appeals and Bennion (2008) on direct
appeals.
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scale) in the 2007 data.2 Nonetheless, these results suggest that civic education increases political
participation in contexts like Kenya. Indeed, donors like the United States Agency for International
Development spent approximately $40 million annually from 1990 to 2005 on similar voter educa-
tion efforts (Finkel and Smith, 2011, fn. 2). Of course, in the absence of experimental evidence,
these estimates remain vulnerable to numerous criticisms. Perhaps more importantly, it remains
to be seen whether such effects are substantial (if small), given the absence of alternative practical
interventions that might improve participation.

While a rich literature exists on informational interventions (in both developed and developing
contexts), much less work has studied the effect of practical constraints on voter mobilization.
We define “practical constraints” as operational, institutional, or economic factors that prevent
citizens from participating in the political process. For instance, opponents of more stringent
voter identification laws in the United States argue that such laws effectively bar certain citizens
from registering to vote, due to the difficulty of obtaining appropriate identification (Ansolabehere,
2009). “Practical interventions,” then, reduce or remove the costs a citizen must bear in order to
participate or effectively subsidizing their participation.

Again, ample evidence on the impact of practical constraints on political participation exists
in the developed world. Stein and Vonnahme (2008) study one such intervention: the presence
of election-day vote centers in Larimer County, Colorado. The authors find that, by making the
ballot box more accessible on election-day, vote centers see a 2.5% to 7% increase in turnout,
with most of those gains accruing from infrequent voters.3 Nickerson (2015) reports the results
of a randomized trial in which some residential streets were canvassed and others were not. In
households with unregistered members, the canvasser reduced the cost of registration by helping
the unregistered citizen fill out a voter registration form and return it to the correct government
office for entry into the voter register. This intervention improved voter registration rates by 4.4%
relative to untreated streets. Most similar to our motivation, Celine Braconnier and Pons (2016)
contrast information and assistance interventions related to voter registration prior to France’s
2012 presidential elections; they find that the assistance-based intervention was more effective than
the information-only intervention. This body of work suggests that practical constraints related to
access may be a barrier to electoral participation.

However, there is a dearth of research examining the practical constraints on voter registration in
the developing world. Instead, scholars focus on how electoral behavior is shaped after registration
in the run-up to an election.4 This is curious – especially in African contexts – given that large
portions of the population remain unregistered (as citizens or voters). As discussed in Piccolino
(2015), only 60% of Kenya’s actual population is officially registered as a citizen; citizenship is a
prerequisite for voter registration. Thus, a focus on post-registration behaviors precludes an entire
set of questions that examine how and why individuals actually enter the voter register in the first
place.

2In fn. 11 of Finkel and Smith (2011), the authors note that respondents treated with civic education were 6%
more likely to turn out to vote, though that measure was also self-reported.

3In a related studny, Joshua J. Dyck (2005) find that distance to the polling station leads to a significant drop-off
in turnout. See Bhatti (2012) for related results in Denmark. See John E. McNulty and Ariotti (2009) and Brady
and McNulty (2009) for related work on New York state and Los Angeles, respectively.

4A broad literature focuses on “negative” mechanisms for citizen mobilization like ethnic appeals and vote buying
(Posner, 2005; Vicente, 2014). See Collier and Vicente (2012) on voter intimidation. See Lehoucq (2003) on electoral
fraud. One important exception is Ichino and Schündeln (2012), which examines the effect of observers on registration-
related fraud in Ghana. One unpublished “get-out-the-vote” experiment in Uganda found that contacting voters prior
to an election had no appreciable effect on turnout (Feree et al., 2011).
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1.2 Context: Voter Registration in Kenya

Kenya is a relevant country in which to study voter mobilization. Since the introduction of mul-
tiparty democracy in 1992, voter turnout in Kenya has increased from 58% (1992) to 86% (2013).
At first glance, this seems promising, indicative of an increasingly engaged electorate. Behind these
numbers, however, lies a more troubling pattern. During the same period, the percentage of voting
age citizens registered to vote decreased from 70% to 65%. Given population growth, this means
that a growing number of citizens are becoming disengaged from politics.

The electoral commission registers voters in two different “seasons.” For four to eight weeks
per year, the IEBC holds a “mass voter registration” (MVR) exercise. This involves a costly and
logistically-challenging simultaneous national deployment of staff and resources across the coun-
try to register voters. Moreover, registration during MVR consistently fails to meet expectations.
Three weeks into a March 2016 mass voter registration exercise in Kenya, the Independent Electoral
and Boundaries Commission of Kenya released a press statement containing the following sentence:
“Less than 30 percent of the potential voters targeted to be enrolled in the Mass Voter Registration
had turned up by the close of the third week ended Sunday, 6th March.”5 These results are con-
sistent with past elections. The previous General Elections in 2013 were held with the lowest voter
registration percentage by total population since races were reopened to competing parties. Simply
put, MVR involves a massive expenditure, with little commensurate increase in voter registration.

Our focus lies in improving the other voter registration “season”: the remaining 80+% of the
time dubbed “continuous voter registration” (CVR). During this period, any citizen can walk into
the local IEBC office and register to vote. Traditionally, IEBC staff relate that CVR yields few new
voters, given that many citizens are unable to travel to the (possibly distant) constituency election
office to register during CVR.

Registration volumes tend to increase in the months leading to an election, which creates a bevy
of problems. First, it poses an administrative burden on the electoral commission, forcing a high
registration volume in a short period of time. This exposes the commission to legal and reputational
consequences when inevitable technical or logistical problems arise.6 Second, political actors (e.g.,
candidates or parties) tend to motivate voter registration during the run-up to an election. While
this practice is not legally problematic, it does not ensure that all citizens have an equal opportunity
to register. For example, if registration is driven by individual politicians’ abilities to register
potential supporters, then significant parts of the population deemed too expensive or electorally
unreliable to register will remain unregistered or under-registered. Third, implicit reliance on
political actors to motivate registration may represent the abdication of an essential state function
aiming at equalizing the opportunity to register across the country.7

The administrative intervention we propose addresses many of these problems. It establishes a
non-partisan schedule of visits, ensuring that the choice to visit a local area by voter registration
assistants from the IEBC remains untainted by political pressure. Second, these visits decrease the
costs of registration for locals by reducing the distance citizens must travel to register to vote, which
can be significant, especially for poorer citizens or those living distant from the IEBC constituency

5Independent Electoral and Boundaries Commission of Kenya, press statement, Nairobi, Kenya, Thursday, March
11, 2016.

6One interviewee related an episode in which their biometric registration kit malfunctioned and made it impossible
to serve a large crowd of citizens.

7The equal opportunity to register to vote is reflected in a number of Kenya’s formal rules. For instance, the
Kenyan Constitution (83.c.3) states “Administrative arrangements for the registration of voters and the conduct of
elections shall be designed to facilitate, and shall not deny, an eligible citizen the right to vote or stand for election.”
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election office. Third, unlike CVR or MVR, the proposed approach ensures, if fully implemented,
that all areas of a constituency will be equally served throughout the CVR period. Besides an equity
benefit, this also allows IEBC staff to become intimately familiar with the entire constituency, better
equipping them to anticipate and plan for challenges in difficult rural environments.

1.3 Study Contributions

This study complements existing research in several ways. First, we rely on experimental allocation
of treatment to units, rather than ex post approximations of experimental designs as in Finkel and
Smith (2011) and Steven E. Finkel and Rojo-Mendoza (2012), allowing us to answer causal questions
with minimal assumptions.

Second, the blocked nature of the design will enable us to estimate sub-group treatment effects
in ways that allow us to test hypotheses relating block-level characteristics to treatment response.
For instance, given our broad hypothesis that practical constraints are a strong determinant of
voter registration, we expect that the localization treatment will be much more effective in poorer,
more distant blocks than in richer, less distant ones. Similarly, we expect women and youth to
respond at higher rates than men and older citizens, as the former groups tend to have less access
to resources and would therefore be most affected by alleviating the costs of registration.

Third, by working with existing bureaucratic structures (the IEBC in Kenya), we can measure
voter registration via administrative records, rather than via self-reported measures. As a result,
we hope our research will yield more credible evidence on the relative impacts of informational and
practical interventions in voter registration.

Finally, working with an existing bureaucracy provides us with a “natural” intervention that,
if successful, can be used to shape policy within the implementing organization. Specifically, by
focusing on improving continuous voter registration, this design may provide evidence to help
improve voter registration policies used by the IEBC; help delineate which subsets of the population
are particularly responsive to cost-reductions in the voter registration process; and reduce the cost-
per-voter registered by the IEBC.

2 Interventions and Hypotheses

We will now discuss the intervention and this study’s hypotheses.

2.1 The Interventions

Our study will contrast informational and operational interventions. In doing so, we directly
examine the relative importance of informational and physical constraints on electoral participation.
We build our study around two interventions that the IEBC will undertake:

Local Registration Opportunity (R): In this intervention, polling station locations will
be visited by election commission officials – so-called “VRAs” – with portable voter registration
equipment. Citizens will be able to register on the spot for the two days of the visit. The treat-
ment condition is an alternative approach to CVR that localizes voter registration by bringing
the necessary administrative technology from the constituency office to the local polling station.
By localizing registration, the transportation-based costs of voter registration can be significantly
reduced, enabling citizens otherwise incapable of registering.
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Information (I): Our design incorporates both face-to-face canvassing and mass, impersonal
text-message invitations in the informational intervention. Specifically, our informational interven-
tions will take two forms:

• Face-to-face (IF ): For polling stations assigned to this intervention, IEBC’s VRAs will
canvass the local area, providing information on how to register to vote, the registration
rates in the area, and the location of the nearest registration opportunity. For instance,
when combined with the local registration opportunity, citizens will be told when and where
the electoral commission will be present for registration. Otherwise, citizens will be provided
with the standard information and directions to the constituency election office, where citizens
typically register. Details about what information is provided can be found in Appendix A.

• Mobile phone (IM): In polling stations assigned to this treatment, the electoral commission
will send mass mobile phone alerts to those already registered, asking them to encourage their
unregistered friends and family that they too should register. These messages are sent the
day before the intervention takes place, providing information for recipients regarding voter
registration in the constituency. When combined with the local registration opportunity, the
text message will contain information on when and where the electoral commission will visit
to register citizens. Otherwise, the text message will remind citizens that they can register
to vote at the constituency office any time. Specifically, they are the following two messages:

“Thank you for registering as a voter. IEBC will visit polling station [...] tomorrow to
register voters. Please spread this message.” (Asante kwa kujisajili kama mpiga kura. IEBC
itatembelea kituo cha [...] kesho kusajili wapiga kura. Tafadhali eneza ujumbe huu.)

“Thanks for being a registered voter! Those unregistered can register at IEBC office -
(town/village). Please spread this message.”(Asante kwa kujisajili kama mpiga kura. Wale
hawajajisajili waende afisi za IEBC [...] kujisajili. Tafadhali eneza ujumbe huu.)

2.2 Hypotheses

The study aims to test a number of hypotheses. The first set of hypotheses tests the effectiveness
of each intervention.

H1 Localization (R) to polling station i, increases registration rates for i.

H2 Canvassing (IF ) in polling station i, increases registration rates for i.

H3 A text message blast (IM ) to polling station i, increases registration rates for i.

The second set of hypotheses explicitly test the conjecture that the absence of opportunity
for Kenyans to register is a larger barrier than the absence of information to voter registration.
Furthermore, previous literature (e.g. Green and Gerber (2015, chapter 10)) suggests that direct,
face-to-face appeals (e.g., door-to-door canvassing) generate larger effects than impersonal appeals.
We test this in Kenya directly.
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H4 Localization (R) to polling station i increases registration rates for i more than canvassing
(IF ).

H5 Localization (R) to polling station i increases registration rates for i more than a text message
blast (IM ).

H6 Canvassing (IF ) in polling station i increases registration rates for i more than a text message
blast (IM ).

In the next set of hypotheses, we test whether the interventions combined are more effective
than alone.

H7 Localization and canvassing together (RIF ) at polling station i increases registration rates for
i more than localization alone (RC).

H8 Localization and a text message blast together (RIM ) to polling station i increases registration
rates for i more than localization alone (RC).

H9 Localization and canvassing together (RIF ) to polling station i increases registration rates for
i more than localization and a text message blast together (RIM ).

We also set out to explore the effect for different groups of the population. Details related to
these hypotheses can be found in Section 5.2.

H10 The intervention (R) increases registration rates more for blocks farther from constituency
office.

H11 The intervention (R) increases registration rates more for blocks in poorer areas than for
blocks in richer ones.

H12 The intervention (R, IF , or IM ) increases registration rates more for women than for men.

H13 The intervention (R, IF , or IM ) increases registration rates more for voters 25 or younger
than for older voters.

H14 The intervention (IM ) increases registration rates more in areas that were treated more heav-
ily.

H15 The intervention (IF ) increases registration rates differentially based on the type of canvassers.

H16 The interventions (R, IF , or IM ) increases registration rates differentially based on the day
of intervention.

H17 The intervention (R, IF , or IM ) increases registration rates more in counties characterized by
opposition support.

Finally, we test whether the interventions might have effects on polling station areas not directly
targeted by the IEBC. We discuss this in more detail in Section 3.3.2

H18 The intervention (R, IF , or IM ) to polling station i increases registration rates for j (spatial
effect).
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3 Research Strategy

This section introduces the units under study and the design we implemented to test our hypotheses.
We also discuss potential threats to this design.

3.1 Units of Analysis

The primary units of analysis are polling station-days, comparing registration outcomes at polling
stations on specific days where some stations will receive a treatment and others will not. Polling
stations are organized and managed by the IEBC within each parliamentary constituency. Con-
stituencies, in turn, are smaller units within counties. Kenya is divided into 47 counties. Given
that the design discussed below was implemented in seven different counties independently, this
subsection describes both how we selected counties, as well as how we sampled polling stations and
allocated treatments to polling stations.

This study takes place in seven Kenyan counties: Bungoma, Kwale, Kisumu, Nyamira, Nyan-
darua, Kericho, and Makueni. Three criteria guided the selection of these counties. First, the
counties were chosen in conjunction with IEBC staff to ensure that they covered a wide range of
geographic and political constraints. The inclusion of a wide range of political communities was
essential in order to avoid perceptions of political bias. Second, we sought to choose constituen-
cies in such a way that we could make reasonable comparisions across counties in similar blocks
(see next section). This would allow us to increase the generalizability of our findings by enabling
comparisons of similar blocks in different places. To do so, we used a covariance matrix of polling
station characteristics to find counties that had similar patterns of covariance across the blocking
characteristics; this is created in “covarMat.R”. We implemented this by calculating the covariance
matrix, and then calculating the choosing counties for inclusion where that distance was greater
than 0.8. This approach maximizes the chances that the blocks generated during randomization
are relatively similar. We use the following covariates:

1. Poverty: the percentage of people below the poverty line, measured at the polling station
level, averaged across the county,

2. Travel distance (using three metrics: GIS, Google Maps’ estimations of walking distance, and
Google Maps’ estimations of driving distance);

3. Travel time: Google Maps’ estimation of travel time;

4. Population density: the mean population density within a 500-meter radius of the polling
station.

Finally, we also choose counties based upon their support for the government, choosing two pro-
government counties (Kericho, Nyandarua), three pro-opposition counties (Kisumu, Kwale, Makueni),
and two split counties (Bungoma, Nyamira), making sure they all have a cosine similarity higher
than 0.9 (see Table ).

The primary unit of intervention is the polling station. Kenya’s 47 counties are divided into
290 electoral constituencies, the smallest unit at which the Independent Election and Boundaries
Commission operates. The average constituency encompasses 65 polling stations. Polling sta-
tions operate both as places for voter registration (outside election periods) and voting (during an
election). Due to the electoral commission’s resource constraints, few polling stations are actually
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provided the personnel and materials necessary to register citizens. Rather, Kenyans typically must
travel to the constituency election office (CEO) to register to vote.8

The sampling frame is a complete list of the 3,828 polling stations in the selected seven counties.
For all counties except Nyamira, we sampled 42× 6 = 252 polling stations to be part of our study.
Given the higher population density of Nyamira County (and thus higher spatial density of polling
stations), we only sampled 27 × 6 = 162, in order to maintain sufficient distance between treated
polling stations to minimize spillovers. The study thus targets a total of 1,674 polling stations
across seven counties in Kenya. The number of polling stations in each county is listed in Table 1.

County BUNGOMA KERICHO KISUMU KWALE MAKUENI NYAMIRA NYANDARUA
Total # of Polling Stations 806 530 528 415 866 333 350

# of Sampled Stations 252 252 252 252 252 162 252
Sample as % of Total 31 48 48 61 29 49 72

Table 1: Number of polling stations by county.

A primary goal of our sampling procedure was to minimize the chances of spillover; we thus
ensured that no two treated polling stations fell within 1.5 kilometers of each other. To meet
this goal, we implemented a sequential random sampling procedure for selecting polling stations
to include in the study. The procedure began by randomly sampling a polling station, and then
setting the inclusion probabilities of any other polling station within 1.5 kilometers to zero. When
a new polling station is selected, and the inclusion probabilities of any other polling station within
1.5 kilometers is set to zero. This process was repeated N times, until the desired sample size for
a given county was reached. Replication code is available upon request.

3.2 Blocking and Assignment to Treatment

To test the impact of localizing voter registration (R), education about voter registration (IF or
IM ), and their combined effect, we propose the following 2x3 factorial design:

Information (Face-to-face) Information (Mobile phone) No Information

Registration RIF RIM RC

No Registration CIF CIM CC

Table 2: Core Design

We thus obtain six treatment settings: ij, where ‘i’ indicates whether the polling station receives
the local registration opportunity treatment (i ∈ {R,C}); and ‘j’ indicates whether the polling
station receives the education treatment, and if so, which type (j ∈ {IF ,IM ,C}). CC is the status
quo continuous voter registration condition, which we will refer to as the control condition.

Each treatment involves two days in the community surrounding the polling station. Table
(3) details the timing of the treatment. For the localization intervention (R), IEBC staff will be
present for two days.9 Similarly, both types of information interventions (IF and IM ) will occur on
two adjacent days. In those communities that will receive both interventions (RIF and RIM ), the

8Constituency Election Coordinators described occasional situations where they organized “outreach activities”
to bring registration to local areas. While these attempts are not systematic or regularly scheduled, they tended to
exploit large gatherings (e.g., funerals, market days, or other celebrations) to garner new registrants.

9This design choice was justified by multiple independent suggestions from IEBC field staff that single-day inter-
ventions would miss many people who pass by only once per day. Two-day interventions allow those who observe
IEBC presence to come the following day with their ID cards to register.
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informational treatments and the localization treatments will happen on the same two days. Table
(3) also indicates the number of IEBC staff necessary for each treatment.

Intervention Day 1 Day 2 # VRAs
CC: Status Quo Nothing Nothing 0
CIF : Only information canvassing Canvassing Canvassing 2
CIM : Only information via phone Text Message Text Message 0
RC: Localization Only Localization Localization 1
RIF : Localization and Canvassing Canvassing & Localization Canvassing & Localization 3
RIM : Localization and text message Text Message & Localization Text Message & Localization 1

Table 3: Timing: Core Design

We randomly assign our 1,674 polling stations to these treatments. We do so within blocks.
Specifically, we create blocks of six that are similar across multivariate blocking on continuous
covariates, which can improve the precision of causal estimates and facilitate clean comparisons
between treatment and control groups by guaranteeing balance. Another advantage is that it can
make experimental estimates more robust to unlucky randomizations or inadequate parametric
adjustment, produce local causal estimates, and preserve power, even in relatively small group-
randomized trials. See Moore (2012) for details. We block based upon three variables: distance
from CEO, poverty and population density.10 We will rely on IEBC information on polling sta-
tion locations to measure the approximate road distance between the polling station and that
constituency’s election office, since communities served by polling stations further from the CEO
would (in the absence of the localization treatment) have to spend more time/money to register at
the CEO.11 We will use public data on local poverty to recover information on the local poverty
rates for each polling station, since poverty should be a prognostic variable for voter registration,
if cost is indeed a constraint.12 Finally, we will block on the estimated portion of the local pop-
ulation of voting age that is unregistered, since we expect treatment effects to vary as a function
of the unregistered population. Subsequently, within each block of six we randomly assign the
treatments.13

As a final step before implementation, we randomly assigned when the treatments were to
take place and which IEBC staff would undertake which intervention when. This randomization
took place at the ward level. The ward is the administrative unit below the constituency and
the level at which the IEBC will deploy implementation staff. Specifically, we randomly assigned
the treatments to a starting date within each ward within a six week window (Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday are possible starting points) ensuring no overlap of treatments within a ward.
Wards need anywhere from zero (if all treatments in a ward are CC or IM ) to three (if one treatment
is RIF ) IEBC staff. We randomly assign the staff within a ward to the treatments. In other words,
if three staff have been hired in a ward, each would have a one-third probability of undertaking
RIM treatment. Practically, each constituency received a “Dictionary”, which included information
about which polling station would receive which treatment, at what time and by which IEBC staff.
An example Dictionary can be found in appendix C.

10We decided not to block by constituency as this worsens the similarity of blocks.
11Individuals are only allowed to register in their own constituency.
12This data is available from http://www.worldpop.org. The data is at a high geographic resolution. We will use

a Voronoi diagram to measure a polling station’s level of poverty.
13In fact, we conducted the sampling and assignment to treatment 1,000,000 times and choose the one with the

best balance on a set of covariates.
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3.3 Threats to Validity

3.3.1 Attrition from the Sample

Given the nature of our units and the treatments, we expect little attrition. The inclusion of two
polling stations in Makueni County was deemed impractical by IEBC during the experiment, given
existing contestation by residents over whether the polling stations actually fell in Makueni or a
neighboring county. These polling stations were dropped from the analysis (though can be included
in the ITT analysis).

3.3.2 Spillovers

Our design is vulnerable to geographical spillovers. Treated polling stations may draw registrants
from nearby polling stations. Voter registrations due to localization at polling station k may include
registrations from polling station l, which would inflate the direct effect of treatment on polling
station k. Similarly, citizens in control polling station l may register to vote at the CEO, in response
to our intervention in nearby treated polling station k. These spillovers would attenuate the effect
of treatment. We have two responses. First, by design all units are more than 1.5 kilometers away
from each other, thereby minimizing the chances of spillovers (see Section 3.1). Second, we use the
electoral commission’s administrative data on voter registration as our main outcome of interest.
These data report who registered at which polling station to vote where. This data thus allows
us to disaggregate registration returns for polling station i by the future voting location of each
voter for each day.14 For example, for polling stations A, B, C, and D, suppose polling station
A receives the registration opportunity treatment. Denote rkl as the number of people registering
now at polling station k to vote at polling station l in the future. Administrative data captures
rAA, rAB, rAC , and rAD.

Temporal spillovers may also present a problem. Implementation of the interventions will take
place over a (expected) six-week period. Logistical considerations do not allow us to implement
the intervention in all polling stations at the same time. Anticipation effects may be relevant if,
upon learning that polling station l will be treated in 3 weeks, citizens near polling station l change
their registration-related behavior. For instance, an individual who might otherwise register to vote
under the control condition (status quo, CVR) may choose to refrain from registering in anticipation
of the coming treatment of polling station l. Similarly, there may be persistence effects, namely,
that if polling station l is treated in one time period, then future potential outcomes at nearby
polling stations may be affected by the treatment. In response, we did not only randomly allocate
treatment type to polling stations, but also the dates at which the treatments will be undertaken.

4 Data

This section discusses our outcome measure in more detail before introducing the project monitoring
data that was collected during implementation.

14We thus assume that during registration, individuals register to vote in the polling station closest to their home.
Discussions with IEBC confirm that this is the case.
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4.1 Data on Voter Registration

Data from this study comes from administrative records, rather than via self-reported measures
like surveys. A major benefit is that this data is not prone to social desirability biases. The IEBC
will provide us access to the data from Biometric Voter Registration (BVR) kits, which are used to
register individuals for voting. That is, all citizens who register must do so through these uniquely-
identified biometric voter registration kits. Specifically, data from the electoral commission are
(anonymized) individual-level voter registration records including the following fields:

• Birth year: four-digit integer.

• Gender: Male, Female, NA.

• Polling station registered: AAA/BBB, AAA denoting constituency number, BBB denoting
polling station number; this is the polling station at which a person is register to vote in the
2017 elections.

• Biometric Voter Registration (BVR) kit number: This is the unique number identifying
which BVR kit produced the given voter registration record. It corresponds to the BVR
kit numbers used in the experiment and reported by the IEBC’s constituency supervisors –
so-called “CECs” – in their implementation monitoring documents.

• Type of transaction: (Values TBD); this reports whether the registration transaction was a
new registration or a transfer of registration from one polling station to this polling station.

The IEBC will provide these registration records from all polling stations in each county, not
just those included in the study sample. Records will be provided for 12 months prior to the study
through January 15, 2017, two weeks after the study end date on Dec. 23, 2016.15 This provides
some additional control data against which to identify our results.16

A citizen may register to vote at polling station i in two possible ways. First, they may visit the
constituency election office and ask to be registered to vote at polling station i using the BVR kit at
that office during the work week. Second, if the voter encounters a localization intervention taking
place during the intervention period, the voter may register to vote at polling station i, regardless
of the location of the localized BVR kit. More generally, citizens register to vote at a given polling
station in the future, but the place where they undertake the registration process may not be the
same as the polling station where they will vote on election day. The disaggregated data we use
for our analysis provides the BVR kit number on which individuals were registered to vote. Using
the project monitoring documents filled out by the CECs (discussed in the next subsection), we
can then identify which kit was assigned to which polling station.

These records will be aggregated in several ways to address specific hypotheses. The primary
unit of analysis will be the “polling station-day.” Because our analysis takes place at the polling
station level, we require notation to describe how we aggregate the data for analysis. In what
follows, the subscript i identifies the polling station and t indexes across days. Thus, yit refers to
the number of people who registered to vote at polling station i on day t.

15We collect data after the randomization ends as the informational interventions may lead to increased voter
registration in the days and weeks after they are implemented. Extending data analysis in the weeks after the
experiment allows us to examine such effects.

16Using the temporal structure of the data will also allow us to use a difference-in-differences approach to estimate
the effect of the interventions.
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While this is our primary outcome measure, it does not disambiguate between voters based on
where they registered, whether at polling station i, the constituenecy election office, or another
polling station. Thus, we introduce the following notation to designate this distinction. yi(j)t refers
to the number of voters who register at polling station i using the BVR kit j that was assigned to
polling station i on day t. yi(−j)t refers to the number of voters who registered to vote on day t at
polling station i using a BVR kit that was not assigned to polling station i. yi(j)t + yi(−j)t = yit.

Additionally, we must account for voters who registered to vote using BVR kit j (which was
assigned to polling station i), but will vote at a polling station other than i. For these records,
we will denote the number of voters who registered using BVR kit j located at polling station i to
vote on election day at polling station −i as y−i(j)t. yi(j)t + y−i(j)t = yjt, the number of registered
voters due to the presence of BVR kit j.

Below, we summarize these measures and describe the quantities they represent.

• yit: the total number of voters registered at polling station i on day t. This measure combines
registrations attributable to BVR kit localization and to those occurring at other BVR kits.
This is our main outcome of interest.17

• yjt: the total number of voters registered using BVR kit j on day t. This measure reports
the realized registration outcome for BVR kit j, regardless of which polling station the kit
was assigned to. This is our secondary outcome of interest. In the absence of spillovers
and presence of perfect implementation, this would theoretically be equal to yit. This is
because only people using polling station i would register to vote at this kit j. Moreover,
with perfect implementation, the kit would always be set up directly at the polling station.
In reality, VRAs had some discretion (approximately 500m) in which to figure out where to
most visibly set up the voter registration equipment, as the physical building of the polling
station (usually a public school) may not have been available for use.

• yi(j)t: the total number of voters registered at polling station i on day t using BVR kit j.
This is only measured for polling stations allocated the localization treatment. This measure
reports the realized outcome for polling station i directly attributable to the localization
intervention.

• yi(−j)t: the total number of voters registered at polling station i on day t using BVR kit
−j. This measure reports the realized outcome for polling station i not attributable to the
localization intervention.

• y−i(j)t: the total number of voters registered to vote at polling station −i on day t using
BVR kit j. This measure reports the realized outcome for an intervention of BVR kit j at
polling station i for individuals who registered to vote at a polling station other than i. This
outcome is useful for measuring spillovers attributable to the localization treatment, where
people arrive at BVR kit j located at polling station i, but choose to register for polling
station −i.

An important nuance of our data lies in the fact that, while yit is observed for both treatment
and control polling stations, it is impossible to observe yi(j)t or yi(−j)t for polling stations that were

17Note that, in addition to registration, citizens could also undertake other transactions with the IEBC, such as
transfering their registration from one polling station to another. We will carry out analyses of both total transactions
and registrations, though the latter is of primary interest.
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not treated, since, by definition, no BVR kit j is necessarily associated with polling station i in
the control condition. Since yi(j)t is a weak subset of the voters comprising yit, yit will be equal to
or greater than the unobservable yi(j)t. In addition, yit for the controls contains all registrations
attributable to polling station i, regardless of the BVR kit used.18

4.2 Project Monitoring Data

During implementation of treatments a number of forms were kept up to date by IEBC’s CECs
(examples can be found in Appendix D to F):

• VRA Information Form This form includes information about characteristics of IEBC
VRAs in each ward. These data include: age, gender, education, and whether the staff had
previous experience with as a VRA. Furthermore, each VRA is assigned a unique code. This
data is filled out by their supervisors: CECs of which there is one in each constituency.

• Monitoring Form It is essential that VRAs implement the right activity in the right polling
station area. Correct management and deployment of VRAs to polling stations is an im-
portant task. CECs will record their progress and create a record of any changes from the
intervention schedule. Information recorded includes what day the treatments were actually
implemented, which VRA implemented the treatments, the unique BVR kit ID code, and
any additional remarks related to implemented in that polling station.

• Kit CEO ID Form For all voter registration activities taking place during this research
project, we need to know which BVR kit was used in which polling station and which was
used in the main constituency office. This will allow us to track which voter registration
records are linked to which interventions. It is thus essential that we collect this information
for both localization in the field and the main constituency office where voters can always
register. In addition to the kits that will be in the field (on the Monitoring Form), there will
also be kits at the main office, at which voters may register. In this form we record the BVR
kit number that is used in the IEBC office.

Finally, the research team will also hire an independent monitoring team for each county. These
individuals were contacted with the approval of the IEBC headquarters in Nairobi, but without
the knowledge of constituency election officials. Independent monitors were provided dictionaries
indicating how treatments were scheduled across polling stations, and randomly assigned polling
stations and days to visit. Monitors then visited polling stations unannounced and reported any
oversights in staff deployment to the research team.

5 Empirical Analyses

This section introduces our main estimating equation and discusses heterogeneous analyses in more
detail.

18One robustness check we can carry out to further stack the deck against the interventions is to compare yi(j)t for
the treatment group with yit for the control group.
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5.1 Estimation

Because polling stations and dates are randomly assigned to the treatments, we compare mean
outcomes in treatment and control polling station dates, which provides unbiased estimates of the
average treatment effect (Rubin, 1974). The basic model is:

yit = α+β1Localizationit +β2Educationit +β3Localizationit×Educationit +ψb +γi +φw + εit (1)

, where Localization and Education are dummy variables and equal one if polling station i received
the respective treatment on day t, and zero otherwise. ψb is a block fixed effect; γi is a polling
station fixed effect; φw is a vector indicating the day of the week in order to account for weekly
cyclical patterns that might affect registration, such as market days; εit is an error term. Finally,
yit is the total number of voters registered at polling station i on day t. We measure our outcome
variable in three different ways:

• Using raw counts (via yit or yjt, or a subset thereof, depending on the hypothesis). In
this measure, treatment indicator coefficients are interpreted in terms of numbers of citizens
registered to vote at a polling station i or BVR kit j.

• Using raw counts divided by people previously registered. In this measure, treatment indicator
coefficients are interpreted in terms of change in registration as a percentage of previously
registered voters.

• Using raw counts divided by population density in an 1.5 kilometer radius around the polling
station. In this measure, treatment indicator coefficients are interpreted in terms of change
in registration as a percentage of estimated local population.

We would like to highlight three points related to estimation. First, several variations on this
basic setup allow us to examine other interesting quantities of interest. First, by replacing the
outcome yit with y−i(j)t for treated units (yit for the controls), we can examine the impact of of the
treatment (BVR kit j) on polling stations other than i. This is a simple measure of spillovers. In
addition, we will define a distance measure of 2.5, 5, and 10 kilometers, by which will will restrict
y−i(j)t, in order to examine the spatial extent of spillovers: how far do local interventions reach in
terms of affecting voter registration?19 Similarly, by looking at yi(j)t (yit for controls), we can look
at the direct impact of the localization intervention only on polling station i – the non-spillover
effect.

Second, it may be unreasonable to compare localization treatments with the informational
treatments directly, since citizens receiving the informational treatments are less restricted in terms
of when they can register relative to those receiving a localization treatment. Put another way,
citizens that get information can act on that information in the days following the treatment, not
just on the two days that they receive the treatment. Thus, we will examine a more dynamic
response for polling stations receiving just an informational treatment (either face-to-face or via
SMS), coding the 5 and 10 day blocks following the treatment as also treated days in an alternative
specification. In this way, we can see if the treatment has a temporal element that raises registration
in the days and weeks after the informational intervention.

19To be specific, units considered in these analyses are those included in the study sample, not the entire population.
Additional analyses of spillover to non-sample polling stations, similar to those discussed in Gerber and Green (2012),
will be carried out if the IEBC provides data on non-study polling stations.
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Third, we will also carry out the same analysis including the covariates on which we blocked,
adding an additional two terms for distance and poverty. While this variation should be accounted
for by the block indicators, continuous covariate blocking means that there is some intra-block
variation in pre-treatment covariates. Since we hypothesize that this variation may be prognostic
of the outcome, we include it in an additional model. Note that we found no guidance in the
literature on the inclusion of block indicators and block-level covariates in the case of continuous
covariate blocking.

5.2 Heterogeneous Effects

An important part of this study is to better understand under the conditions under which informa-
tional or operational interventions work better for improving voter registration. In this section, we
describe how our coding or data subsetting changes to accommodate these analyses (Humphreys
et al., 2013). We presented these as hypotheses 10 – 17 in Section 2.2. To do so, we will implement
analyses of heterogeneous effects in four different ways. First, we exploit the blocked design of our
experiment to understand how poverty and distance from the constituency election office affect
the estimated treatment effect. Because of the blocking, these effects can be interpreted causally.
Second, we examine our outcome data along demographic lines of voters: age and gender. Third,
in order to buttress the external validity of our findings, we can estimate causal effects at the
county-level, so as to understand variation in causal effects across sub-national contexts. Fourth,
we explore heterogenous results based on project-related variables. We will discuss all four in more
detail now.
Block-level analyses: As noted above, our blocked design allows us to estimate causal effects
between blocks of our experiment. For instance, we can compare poorer (or more distant) polling
stations with closer (or richer) polling stations. In order to maintain sample size, we will break up
the blocks into upper and lower quantiles at the median, and estimate treatment effects for each
quantile using the regression equation outlined above. In order to define the median of poverty
and distance in a block, we will take the average of poverty (distance) for each block, and use it
to define the block’s value for that variable. Then, we will subset blocks based on these block-level
means.20

At the block level, we explore heterogeneous effects based on the following subgroups:

• Distance Constituency Office For many citizens, traveling to the constituency election
office to register during CVR is costly. We thus expect our localization treatment to increase
registration rates more for blocks farther from the constituency office.

• Wealth Similarly, we expect wealth to be an important determinant for voter registration.
We expect the localization treatment to reduce or remove the costs a citizen must bear to
register. The effect on voter registration we expect to be particularly strong for poorer blocks.

Voter sub-group analyses: If different kinds of potential registrants face differential access to
resources, then we should expect more vulnerable, time- or resource-constrained populations to
show increased response to the interventions that reduce their cost to register. The study of Africa

20This is necessary to define because we blocked on continuous covariates, which are rarely identical. As there are
6 polling stations assigned to each block, block-level means provide a simple summary of poverty/distance. And,
needless to say, blocks are designed to reduce block level variance in pre-treatment covariates, ensuring that block-level
means will provide a reasonable approximation of the polling stations within the block.
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is replete with examples of gender as an important factor conditioning behavior: from policy-
making (Chattopadhyay and Duflo, 2004) to household decision-making (Udry, 1996; Doss, 2001;
Quisumbing and Pandolfelli, 2010) to resource access (Berry, 1989).21 There is thus a strong reason
to believe that gender matters in voter registration. Furthermore, female voter registration rates
vary widely across Kenya, which begs for further examination. To examine this, we will calculate
the above outcomes y... measures by gender (e.g., the number of female registrants), examining
whether the effect is different for females than for males.

Similarly, the IEBC expressed interest in seeing whether younger voters – who the IEBC sees as
particularly underrepresented in the register – were more responsive to the interventions. Thus, we
will examine this effect by recoding the outcome for youth in two ways, to reflect our uncertainty
about the appropriate coding: youth as 18-25, and youth as 18-35 (the latter is the more standard
definition in the Kenyan context).
County-specific analyses: We also explore heterogeneous effects based upon a county-level char-
acteristic. By design, we choose seven counties that differ in their support for the government, in
order to see if variation in response varies according to support. Table 4 presents information
about the vote shares for Kenyatta (government), Odinga (main opposition candidate) and Mu-
davadi for the seven counties under study.22 In other words, we chose two pro-government (Kericho,
Nyandarua), three pro-opposition (Kisumu, Kwale, Makueni), and two split counties (Bungoma,
Nyamira). We have no strong hypothesis regarding findings here. One theory might posit that ad-
ministrative structures are designed to hinder voter registration in opposition areas (NB: we have
no evidence ex ante that this is the case). Thus, decreasing the costs of registration should elicit an
especially large response in this area. An alternative focuses on individual motivation: after losing
the past two general elections, opposition voters have lost faith in the electoral process, attenuating
motivation to participate in processes perceived as “rigged.” As such, we remain agnostic as to the
signs or ordering of effects across the counties.

County BUNGOMA KERICHO KISUMU KWALE MAKUENI NYAMIRA NYANDARUA
% support for Kenyatta 12.5 90.74 1.33 14.04 5.02 29.47 97.11
% support for Odinga 52.83 6.59 96.64 80.74 90.73 66.26 1.21

% support for Mudavadi 30.73 0.70 1.10 1.19 0.97 0.72 0.21

Table 4: Voting in 2013 presidential election by county.

Finally, we explore the differential impact of our treatments based on several other aspects of
the project design:

• Treatment Dosage As part of intervention IM , the electoral commission will send mass
mobile phone alerts to those already-registered. Given that mobile numbers change, are
incorrectly recorded, or otherwise rendered useless, we expect that some messages will fail to
be delivered to their intended recipient. The IEBC records the number of SMS messages that
“bounce back”, allowing us to examine how variation in the effectiveness of the intervention
relates to the percent of successful message deliveries. While the doses (in this case, percentage
of successfully delivered messages) are not randomized, a growing literature in medicine and

21This is no less true in mass political behavior. Using Afrobarometer survey data from 15 countries, Logan and
Bratton (2006) finds that women tend to be less supportive of multi-party competition and more tolerant of one-party
systems, a somewhat discouraging result. This contrasts with Wantchekon (2003), which finds that female voters are
more responsive to policy (versus clientelist) appeals relative to males.

22Data can be found online:
http://www.kenyaforum.net/2013/03/11/iebc-presidential-election-full-results-by-county-kenyatta-odinga-mudavadi/.
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epidemiology discuss strategies for causal inference in such situations (Jin and Rubin, 2008).
We will estimate a set of similar dose-response relationships using our data.

• IEBC Staff Type Given the number of IEBC staff hired for project implementation, we
randomly assigned this staff to treatments over time (Section 3.2). In other words, in one week
an IEBC staff might undertake a localization effort, while a week later that same staff member
is part of a two-person IEBC team assigned to canvass around another polling station. We
aim to explore whether the face-to-face information distribution (IF ) has a different impact
depending on IEBC staff characteristics. Based on our VRA Information Form we can conduct
these analyses based on age, ethnicity, gender and whether the staff has previous experience.
In contrast to the previous subgroups, because of random assignment, any differences can be
interpreted causally.

• Date/Day Intervention Finally, we also randomly assigned the treatments over a six-week
period. We thus also aim to explore whether the face-to-face information distribution (IF )
has a different impact depending on what days it is implemented. Again, because of random
assignment, any differences can be interpreted causally.
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6 Facilitation of National ID Distribution

In Kenya, in order to register to vote one must present his or her national ID card or a passport.
Since a national ID card is necessary in order to obtain a passport, one must have a national ID
card in order to register to vote. On election day voters must present the identification used for
registration in order to vote. Every Kenyan is entitled to a registration/identification document
including a passport and National Identity Card (ID).23 Obtaining an ID card, however, can be
challenging.24 The Institute for Education and Democracy in Kenya found that in some cases,
applicants must wait between two and six months in order to receive the ID cards. This obviously
affects citizens’ ability to register to vote in time for an election and could disenfranchise some
people. Importantly, different parts of the population have more information about the importance
of obtaining an ID card and can handle the cost of obtaining an ID card to different extents. As a
result, one expects differences across subgroups in the population. Indeed, as the same IED study
found, “marginalized communities” are disproportionately impacted and have an especially hard
time obtaining the ID cards (IED, 2010).

For most citizens, a key figure in obtaining an ID card is the local administrative chief, who
examines the documentation and provides certification that the individual applying for an ID card
is indeed a citizen. In addition to the application process, chiefs often play an important (but
informal) role in the distribution of ID cards to citizens in their administrative area (called a
location) once the IDs have been issued by the national government. A major problem with the
process of issuing national IDs centers on distribution of those ID cards once they have been issued
by the government. Citizens often forget, cannot afford to pick up, or otherwise leave ID cards in
the government ID office for months or years at a time. In order to facilitate distribution of issued
IDs, some chiefs liaise with the ID office, picking up IDs that have been issued for people in their
location. Then, they distribute those IDs to citizens. This distribution mechanism is by no means
formal or uniform. Rather, it represents an informal administrative solution to a common problem
facing local bureaucrats. With those IDs, citizens can then choose whether or not to register to
vote. Given the importance of the national ID in the voter registration process, we designed an
experiment with the IEBC to examine the degree to which ID distribution affects voter registration.
Simply put, this experiment simply randomizes this informal administrative solution by providing
an incentive for chiefs to distribute IDs to citizens in their location.

6.1 The Experiment

In the week preceding the implementation of treatments discussed thus far, the IEBC facilitated
the distribution of national ID cards through the chiefs. Specifically, CECs held a meeting with all
chiefs in their constituency to inform them about the voter registration activities that would occur
over the following weeks.25 Chiefs will be provided with Ksh500 (about $5) to cover transport costs
for this initial meeting.

During this meeting, CECs explained the voter registration research project, as well as the ID
facilitation aspect of the project. Then, after discussing the project with chiefs, half of the chiefs

23Article 12 (1) (b) of the Constitution.
2462% of those who have tried to obtain from the government an identity document (like a birth certificate, drivers

license, passport or voters card, or a permit) during the past 12 months said that the process was “difficult” or “very
difficult” (2015 Afrobarometer).

25Given that chiefs are a primary means of distributing information in rural areas as well as government stakeholders
in the voter registration process, the IEBC said that it would be improper to meet only some chiefs. This, however,
does not affect the randomization strategy; rather, it facilitates transparent randomization and compliance.
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were randomly selected during the meeting for participation in facilitation of ID distribution.26

Those chiefs randomly selected for ID distribution will be given Ksh1,000 (about $10) to cover
transportation and logistics costs to pick up national IDs and then distribute them to locals. The
chiefs are then responsible for distributing the ID cards prior to the registration interventions. In
addition, within one week of the initial meeting with chiefs, CECs will contact the chiefs selected
for ID facilitation by phone to inquire if they have begun distributing IDs.

6.2 Data

Names of the selected chiefs and their locations are recorded by IEBC staff in the “Chief Monitoring
Form” (see Appendix G for an example). Furthermore, IEBC staff will record the date of first
contact, and the dates of all follow-up communication. IEBC staff remains in contact with these
chiefs also for the voter registration treatments. Specifically, prior to each weeks voter registration
activities, CECs will call the chiefs in the appropriate locations to remind them of where the VRAs
will be working in the chief’s location. It will be the chief’s responsibility to disseminate this
information to their constituents, primarily through village meetings.

We do not collect data on chief characteristics.

6.3 Hypotheses

Related to this national ID distribution experiment, we aim to test the following hypotheses.

H18 Facilitation of national ID registration increases voter registration rates.

H19 Facilitation of national ID registration increases the impact of the voter registration treat-
ments (R, IF , IM ).

6.4 Analysis

We will compare polling stations in locations assigned to treatment (e.g., assigned to treatment
because the chief of that location was randomly selected to distribute IDs) and those not. However,
we have no way to monitor whether or not (a) chiefs selected for facilitation actually pick up and
distribute ID cards and (b) chiefs not selected for facilitation do not distribute ID cards. Thus,
we consider this experiment to be an encouragement design. While non-compliance is a possibil-
ity, we cannot reliably observe it or independently measure it. In this case, however, interference
should lead to attenuation of the actual treatment effect. First, if control chiefs distribute IDs, then
more individuals in their locations will be able to register, leading to weakly higher response to
the interventions in polling stations in those locations. This will make control locations’ outcomes
higher than they would be if compliance were perfect. Second, if treated chiefs fail to comply,
then fewer individuals in those locations will get their ID card, making them unable to respond
to the voter registration interventions, and thus reducing the average outcome in treatment loca-
tions. Combined, these two effects lead to an attenuated difference between treatment and control
locations.

In this experiment, the measurements are made at the polling station level and the intervention
is at the location level. The estimating equation will remain as above (equation (1)), but with

26Practically this goes as follows. The names of all chiefs present were written on small, separate pieces of paper,
which were placed in a box. Half of the names were drawn randomly out of the box. If there were an odd number of
chiefs, the number was rounded down.
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an additional treatment term related to location-level treatment and an interaction between that
location-level treatment and each of the factorial design treatment indicators. Standard errors
will be clustered at the location(chief)-level given the data structure. In addition to the standard,
somewhat complicated model that this approach entails, we will also run a simpler model aggregated
to the location level, examining the total number of registrations over the course of the experiment,
collapsing the time-series data to a simple cross-section.
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A Details on Canvassing Intervention

Face-to-Face Canvassing: Voter Registration Assistants (VRAs) were instructed to report to a
given polling station area, and canvass the area with two purposes in mind. First, VRAs provided
basic education on the voter registration process (see attached IEBC flyer below), as well as dis-
cussed the reasons for registration, answering any questions a citizen might have. Second, VRAs
provided information on the practicalities of voter registration. If a localization intervention were
happening in tandem with the canvassing, then VRAs informed citizens where the localization was
occurring, which dates the IEBC would be present, as well as the location of the CEO, in case
citizens could not register that day. In the absence of localization, citizens were directed to the
CEO during weekday business hours.
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CEC	Protocol	
For	“Improving	Voter	Registration	Through	Research”	

Version:	November	1,	2016	

The	project	consists	out	of	two	phases.	

1. Facilitation	of	National	ID	Distribution:	Between	November	7	and	11,	you	will	set	up	meetings	
with	chiefs	in	your	constituency	to	discuss	the	project	and	randomly	select	half	of	the	chiefs	to	
be	facilitated	to	distribute	national	IDs	for	residents	of	their	location.		

2. Voter	Registration:	The	second	phase	takes	place	from	November	14	onwards,	and	takes	six	
weeks.	This	phase	involves	activities	to	increase	voter	registration.		

As	a	CEC	you	play	an	essential	role	in	the	successful	implementation	of	the	project.	If	this	project	is	
implemented	well,	we	will	learn	a	lot	about	how	to	improve	voter	registration.	This	document	lists	your	
seven	key	tasks	needed	to	make	this	project	a	success.	

	

Task	1:	Contact	chiefs	
Please	open	“FORM_Chief_Monitoring.xlsx”while	reviewing	this	section	

Initial	Meeting	

As	is	standard	protocol,	you	should	inform	all	chiefs	in	your	constituency	that	voter	registration	activities	
will	occur	during	November	and	December.	To	do	so,	you	will	hold	an	initial	meeting	of	all	chiefs	(not	
assistant	chiefs)	in	your	constituency.	Chiefs	will	be	provided	with	Ksh500	to	cover	transport	costs	for	
the	initial	meeting.		

During	the	meeting,	you	have	two	main	tasks.	First,	you	will	share	with	them	the	details	of	the	project.	
Second,	you	will	randomly	select	half	of	the	chiefs	for	participation	in	the	ID	distribution	element	of	the	
project.	To	do	so,	you	will	list	the	names	of	all	of	the	chiefs	on	small	separate	pieces	of	paper.	Then,	put	
those	pieces	of	paper	into	a	box	or	bag	and	randomly	drawn	out	half	of	the	names.	If	you	have	an	odd	
number	of	chiefs,	then	round	down.	For	instance,	if	you	have	seven	chiefs	in	your	constituency,	then	
select	three	of	them	for	participation.	Chiefs	randomly	selected	for	ID	distribution	will	be	given	Ksh1000	
to	cover	transportation	and	logistics	costs.	

It	is	important	that	you	hold	this	meeting	as	soon	as	possible,	preferably	on	November	7,	8,	or	9.	This	
gives	the	chiefs	some	time	to	begin	distributing	IDs	during	the	first	week	of	the	voter	registration	
activities.	

After	the	meeting,	record	the	names	of	the	chiefs	and	their	locations,	indicating	which	chiefs	were	
selected	for	participation	in	the	ID	facilitation	in	the	file	named	“FORM_Chief_Monitoring.xlsx”.	This	
form	contains	several	columns	that	will	guide	you	in	maintaining	contact	with	chiefs	during	the	project.	
Below,	we	describe	what	kind	of	information	goes	into	each	column.	

• INTRODUCTORY	CONTACT	DATE:	The	date	when	you	held	the	initial	meeting	with	all	chiefs	in	
your	constituency.	If	all	chiefs	attend	the	meeting,	then	this	date	will	be	identical	for	all	chiefs.	If	
a	chief	could	not	attend	and	you	had	to	follow	up	with	him	or	her	at	another	time,	then	list	that	
date.	

B CEC Protocols
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• ID	CHIEF	FOLLOW	UP	DATE:	Within	one	week	of	the	initial	meeting	with	chiefs,	you	will	contact	
the	chiefs	selected	for	ID	facilitation	by	phone	to	inquire	if	they	have	begun	distributing	IDs.	Put	
the	date	of	this	phone	call	in	the	space	provided.	

• FOLLOW	UP	DATE	1-6:	Prior	to	each	week’s	voter	registration	activities,	you	will	call	the	chiefs	in	
the	locations	you	will	be	working	in	to	remind	them	of	where	your	VRAs	will	be	working	in	their	
location.	For	instance,	you	will	look	on	the	dictionary	containing	the	schedule	of	polling	station	
visits	and	find	the	visits	occurring	during	week	1	(Nov.	14	–	18).	Then	you	will	note	which	
locations	each	of	those	polling	stations	fall	within,	and	call	the	chief	the	week	before	the	visit	to	
remind	him	of	the	upcoming	activity	there.	Place	the	date	of	that	call	in	the	space	provided.	
Note	that	you	will	not	need	to	call	all	chiefs	each	week,	since	during	some	weeks	not	all	
locations	will	be	visited.	You	will	fill	this	in	for	each	of	the	6	weeks	of	the	project.	

• REMARKS:	Any	additional	notes	that	you	have	regarding	your	interaction	with	the	chief.	

	

Task	2:	Voter	Registration	Assistant	(VRA)	Selection	
	

Please	open	the	spreadsheet	“FORM_VRA_Information.xlsx”	while	you	review	this	section.	

For	the	second	phase	of	the	project,	VRAs	need	to	visit	specific	polling	stations	to	implement	voter	
registration	tasks.	A	key	part	of	your	role	is	to	find	and	manage	high	quality	VRAs	to	carry	out	the	correct	
tasks	at	the	specified	polling	stations	and	times.	For	this	project,	you	will	hire	several	VRAs	for	each	
ward.	The	“localization	and	canvassing”	treatment	needs	3	VRAs	–	one	to	register	voters	and	two	to	
canvass;	the	“canvassing”	treatment	needs	2	VRAs;	the	“localization”	and	“localization	+	SMS”	
treatments	need	only	1	VRA.	As	a	result,	if	a	ward	has	at	least	one	“localization	and	canvassing”	
intervention,	you	need	to	hire	3	people.	If	it	has	at	least	one	“canvassing”	intervention	but	no	
“localization	and	canvassing”,	you	would	only	need	to	hire	2	VRAs.	Finally,	in	just	a	few	wards	there	is	
only	the	“localization”	treatment	and	“localization	+	SMS”	interventions.	In	these	cases	you	can	hire	just	
one	VRA	for	this	ward.	

It	is	important	that	we	record	information	on	these	VRAs.	To	do	so,	please	fill	out:	
“FORM_VRA_Information.xlsx”.		

As	you	can	see,	county,	ward	and	VRA_ID	are	in	grey	(do	not	change	this	information).	Inside	a	ward,	
each	VRA	will	need	to	have	a	unique	ID	number:	1,	2	or	3,	with	the	name	of	the	ward	after	it.	Once	a	
VRA	gets	assigned	an	ID	number	they	should	never	receive	another	one,	and	nobody	should	be	able	to	
receive	an	ID	number	that	is	already	in	use	or	has	been	used.	

Other	columns	you	have	to	fill	out:	

• NAME:	Complete	name	of	the	VRA	
• AGE:	Age	of	the	VRA	
• GENDER:	Male	or	female	
• EDUCATION:	Please	list	the	highest	level	of	education	obtained	
• PREVIOUS	EXPERIENCE	AS	VRA:	Please	answer	Yes	or	No.	
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Task	3:	Implementation	and	Management	of	Voter	Registration	Activities	
	

Please	open	the	document	“DICT_[COUNTY]_[CONSTITUENCY].pdf”	(where	[COUNTY]	refers	to	your	
county	and	[CONSTITUENCY]	refers	to	your	constituency)	while	reviewing	this	section.	

During	the	second	phase,	you	will	manage	the	implementation	of	different	voter	registration	activities	in	
different	polling	stations	across	your	constituency.	It	is	very	important	that	the	correct	activity	is	
implemented	in	the	correct	polling	station	on	the	specified	days.	DICT_[COUNTY]_[CONSTITUENCY].pdf	
provides	specific	instructions	for	the	days,	type	of	intervention,	and	polling	station	that	the	VRAs	should	
visit	during	the	intervention.	An	example	can	be	found	below.		

Make	sure	you	fully	understand	the	dictionary.	

In	the	column	“INTERVENTION”	it	explains	what	intervention	has	to	be	undertaken	in	each	polling	
station	area:	Canvassing,	Local(ization),	Canvassing+Local,	Local+SMS.		

Importantly,	the	dictionary	also	gives	information	about	when	the	interventions	have	to	be	undertaken	
(DATE_DAY1	and	DATE_DAY2),	remember	each	intervention	takes	two	days.	The	dictionary	indicates	on	
which	days	which	polling	stations	need	to	be	visited.	Importantly,	the	VRAs	have	already	been	assigned	
to	the	polling	station	by	the	research	team	(again	a	maximum	of	three	VRAs	per	ward).	Each	VRA	has	a	
unique	identification	code,	and	this	is	indicated	in	the	dictionary	with	what	treatment	this	VRA	has	to	
do.	This	is	an	example	how	the	dictionary	looks	like:	

For	example,	the	VRA	with	the	code	“1_WEST	BUKUSU”	has	to	work	twice:	once	on	November	15	and	
16,	and	once	on	November	17	and	18.	Both	times	he	or	she	does	localization.		

CONSTITUENCY WARD PS_ID INTERVENTION WEEK 
DATE 
DAY1 

DATE 
DAY2 DAY1 DAY2 

VRA 
LOCAL 

VRA 
CANVAS1 

VRA 
CANVAS2 

BUMULA BUMULA 219/024 Canvassing 1 11/14/2016 11/15/2016 MON TUE NA 2_BUMULA 1_BUMULA 
BUMULA SIBOTI 219/089 Local+Canvassing 1 11/15/2016 11/16/2016 TUE WED 3_SIBOTI 2_SIBOTI 1_SIBOTI 
BUMULA KIMAETI 219/061 Canvassing 1 11/15/2016 11/16/2016 TUE WED NA 2_KIMAETI 1_KIMAETI 

BUMULA 
WEST 
BUKUSU 219/070 Local 1 11/15/2016 11/16/2016 TUE WED 

1_WEST 
BUKUSU NA NA 

BUMULA KABULA 219/036 Local 1 11/15/2016 11/16/2016 TUE WED 2_KABULA NA NA 

BUMULA 
WEST 
BUKUSU 219/067 Local+SMS 1 11/17/2016 11/18/2016 THU FRI 

1_WEST 
BUKUSU NA NA 

 

As	you	will	see	only	the	intervention	“Local	+	Canvassing”	has	three	VRAs	assigned.	This	makes	sense,	as	
the	other	interventions	only	need	one	or	two	VRAs	to	visit	the	community.	In	addition,	the	VRA	columns	
also	dictate	which	VRA	undertakes	which	task.	So,	for	polling	station	219/089	(the	second	polling	station	
listed),	the	VRA	with	ID	number	“3_SIBOTI”	will	do	localization	of	voter	registration;	the	ID	numbers	
“2_SIBOTI”	and	“1_SIBOTI”	will	undertake	canvassing.	

While	the	schedule	listed	may	not	be	the	simplest,	or	most	efficient,	it	is	essential	that	you	follow	the	
schedule	in	order	to	ensure	that	the	results	of	the	research	can	be	trusted,	as	we	discussed	during	the	
briefing.	Following	the	schedule	ensures	that	any	uptick	in	voter	registration	we	observe	is	due	to	the	
nature	of	the	interventions,	not	the	identity	of	the	VRA	or	the	particular	way	in	which	they	behaved	
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while	working.	In	addition,	this	schedule	ensures	that	you	will	be	correctly	synchronized	with	SMS-based	
interventions	being	managed	and	sent	out	by	HQ	in	Nairobi.	

	

	

	

Task	4:	Recording	Progress	of	the	Voter	Registration	Activities	
	Please	open	“MON_[COUNTY]_[CONSTITUENCY].xlsx”	while	reading	this	section.	

It	is	essential	VRAs	implement	the	right	activity	in	the	right	polling	station	area.	Correct	management	
and	deployment	of	VRAs	to	polling	stations	is	an	important	task.	Part	of	this	process	is	recording	their	
progress,	and	creating	a	record	of	any	changes	from	the	intervention	schedule.	

To	do	so	you,	please	fill	out	the	form	“MON_[COUNTY]_[CONSTITUENCY].xls”.	The	first	set	of	columns	
contains	the	same	information	as	the	dictionary	(this	is	in	grey,	do	not	change	this	information).	Please	
fill	out	the	remaining	columns:	

• DATE_DAY1:	Every	intervention	takes	place	across	2	days.	Please	fill	out	the	actual	date	when	
the	first	day	of	the	intervention	took	place.	It	is	possible	that	for	logistical	reasons	the	
intervention	took	place	at	a	different	date	than	the	one	scheduled.	This	field	will	help	us	keep	
track	of	deviations	from	the	plan.	

• DATE_DAY2:	Please	also	fill	out	the	second	day	of	the	intervention.	In	most	cases,	this	will	be	
identical	to	the	date	in	the	dictionary.	

• VRA	LOCAL:	Please	write	the	unique	ID	number	of	the	VRA	who	did	the	localization	activity	in	
this	polling	station	area,	if	it	was	selected	for	localization.	Usually,	this	will	match	the	VRA	ID	
that	was	listed	in	the	intervention	schedule.	Please	see	the	frequently	asked	questions	section	
below	if	you	need	to	create	a	new	VRA	ID	in	case	you	hire	someone	new	to	take	the	old	VRA’s	
place.	

• VRA	CANVAS:	If	the	polling	station	area	receives	the	canvassing	activity,	please	fill	out	the	ID	of	
the	VRA	who	did	this.	

• KIT	DAY1:	Please	fill	out	the	ID	number	of	the	kit	used	on	the	first	day.	This	is	only	relevant	for	
those	communities	that	received	localization	treatment.	We	discuss	precisely	which	number	you	
need	to	record	below.	The	kit	ID	number	should	start	with	“BVRK”	and	then	a	series	of	numbers.	

• KIT	DAY2:	Please	fill	out	the	kit	ID	for	the	second	day	as	well.	In	most	cases,	this	will	be	the	same	
as	the	kit	number	of	the	first	day.		We	discuss	precisely	which	number	you	need	to	record	
below.	The	kit	ID	number	should	start	with	“BVRK”	and	then	a	series	of	numbers.	

• NOTES:	Please	fill	out	any	additional	information	on	the	implementation	of	the	project	in	this	
column.	For	example:	Maybe	a	VRA	got	sick	after	the	first	day	and	another	VRA	took	over.	
Maybe	the	activities	took	three	days	instead	of	two.	Maybe	something	happened	in	the	vicinity	
of	the	polling	station	that	required	registration	to	cease.	Please	describe	any	such	details	in	this	
column.	

It	is	important	that	you	keep	this	document	up	to	date.	Please	send	this	document	to	Dr.	Catherine	
Kamindo	(ckamindo@iebc.or.ke)	by	Monday	at	5pm	for	the	previous	week’s	work.	This	will	allow	us	to	
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make	sure	you	are	making	good	progress,	as	well	as	identify	and	rectify	any	problems	that	may	come	up	
as	the	project	continues.	

During	the	course	of	the	project,	a	monitoring	team	from	HQ	will	likely	visit	in	order	to	ensure	the	
quality	of	implementation.	

	

	

	

Task	5:	Field	Visits	to	Monitor	Voter	Registration	Activities	
Please	open	“MON_[COUNTY]_[CONSTITUENCY].xlsx”	while	reading	this	section.	

It	is	essential	that	VRAs	know	the	importance	of	doing	the	correct	job	in	the	correct	polling	station	area.	
Thus,	we	will	provide	you	with	Ksh2000	per	week	to	facilitate	field	visits	to	where	your	VRAs	are	
working.	We	suggest	that	you	make	these	surprise	visits,	and	give	VRAs	no	advance	notice	that	you	will	
be	monitoring	them.	In	this	way,	you	can	ascertain	the	quality	of	your	VRAs	work	without	their	
anticipation	of	your	monitoring.	There	are	three	columns	on	the	monitoring	spreadsheet	
(“MON_[COUNTY]_[CONSTITUENCY].xlsx”)	to	track	your	field	site	monitoring	activity.	

FIELD_VISIT:	Enter	“Yes”	or	“No”	to	report	whether	or	not	you	visited	a	given	intervention.	

VISIT_DATE:	If	you	choose	to	visit	a	given	polling	station	to	monitor	VRAs,	then	insert	the	date	of	the	
field	visit.	Because	interventions	take	place	across	the	course	of	two	days,	we	want	to	know	which	of	
those	two	days	your	visit	took	place	on.	

VISIT_NOTES:	Record	any	observations	or	notes	about	your	visit.	For	example,	were	the	VRAs	in	the	
right	place	at	the	right	time?	Were	they	carrying	out	the	appropriate	activity?	

	

Task	6:	Register	ID	number	of	BVR	kits	at	all	polling	stations	and	in	the	main	center	offices	
Please	open	FORM_KitID_Center.xlsx	while	reading	this	section.	

For	all	voter	registration	activities	taking	place	during	this	research	project,	we	need	to	know	which	BVR	
kit	was	used	in	which	polling	station	and	in	the	main	constituency	office.	This	will	allow	us	to	track	which	
voter	registration	records	are	linked	to	which	interventions.	It	is	thus	essential	that	you	collect	this	
information	for	both	localization	in	the	field	and	the	main	constituency	office	where	voters	can	always	
register.	It	bears	emphasizing	that	your	CEC	office	where	voters	can	always	register	during	continuous	
registration	should	remain	open	during	the	research	project.	That	means	that	you	will	need	to	ensure	
that	your	assistant	or	deputy	remains	behind	when	you	are	not	in	the	office,	in	case	any	citizens	come	to	
register	at	the	office.		

Kits	in	the	Field	

As	discussed	above,	you	will	need	to	record	the	BVR	kit	for	all	kits	used	in	the	field.	The	number	will	be	
recorded	in	the	KIT_DAY1	and	KIT_DAY2	columns	of	your	monitoring	spreadsheet.		

Kits	in	the	Main	Office	
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In	addition	to	the	kits	that	will	be	in	the	field,	there	will	also	be	kits	at	the	main	office,	at	which	voters	
may	register.	In	“FORM_KitID_Center.xlsx”	please	record	the	BVR	kit	number	that	is	used	in	the	IEBC	
office.	To	simplify	things,	please	try	to	use	the	same	kit	for	registration	in	the	Central	Office	every	day.	
You	will	need	to	fill	out	two	columns:			

• KIT1	ID:	Please	list	the	ID	of	the	BVR	that	is	being	used	in	the	main	center	office	that	day.	
• KIT2	ID:	If	a	second	BVR	kit	was	used	this	day,	please	list	that	as	well.	This	may	occur	if	the	first	

kit	breaks,	for	example,	or	if	you	have	a	nearby	kit	set	up	at	the	Huduma	Centre.	

Make	sure	you	write	down	the	correct	ID	number.	In	the	screenshot	below	we	give	an	example.	The	KIT	
ID	number	is	“BVRK005555”,	please	fill	out	the	complete	code.	

	

	

Task	7:	Ensure	smooth	implementation	
Finally,	there	are	several	other	important	task	to	ensure	a	smooth	implementation.	

• To	ensure	that	the	BVR	kits	are	availed	and	in	good	working	condition.	Your	regional	coordinator	
has	an	emergency	budget	to	handle	ICT	related	issues.	If	you	need	additional	kits	or	other	ICT	
related	help,	please	contact	your	REC	for	help.	

• To	document	any	challenges	in	implementation,	communicating	them	to	HQ	in	a	timely	fashion.	
• To	ensure	timely	and	accurate	transmission	of	new	voter	registration	records	from	the	

constituency	to	HQ.	
• To	coordinate	other	project-related	activities	within	the	constituency.	
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• To	ensure	that	continuous	registration	remains	available	at	the	constituency	office	during	the	
duration	of	the	project	period.	

	 	 Question	and	answers	
Your	central	contact	during	this	project	is	Dr.	Catherine	Kamindo	in	the	Research	and	Development	
Office,	IEBC.	She	can	be	reached	at	research@iebc.or.ke,	ckamindo@iebc.or.ke	or	0710960155	with	
any	questions	or	problems.	You	can	also	contact	William	Kahindi	at	wkahindi@iebc.or.ke	or	
0725839316.	

Common	Questions:	

What	should	I	do	if	a	VRA	is	sick	or	otherwise	cannot	do	their	job	on	the	appointed	day?	If	a	VRA	
assigned	to	a	specific	task	cannot	do	her	job	for	a	given	day,	then	you	are	at	liberty	to	replace	that	
person	for	the	day	with	another	VRA	(perhaps	from	another	ward)	that	has	been	trained	and	is	currently	
unoccupied.	You	would	simply	insert	that	VRAs	ID	number	in	the	appropriate	blank	in	the	monitoring	
form	to	record	that	the	switch	has	been	made.	

What	if	I	have	to	fire	a	VRA	and	hire	someone	new?	How	do	I	record	this	on	the	reporting	
spreadsheets?	If	you	have	to	hire	a	new	VRA	mid-way	through	the	project,	then	create	a	new	row	in	the	
VRA	spreadsheet	(“FORM_VRA_Information.xlsx”).	To	do	so,	you	will	have	to	create	a	new	VRA_ID	for	
that	new	person.	The	new	VRA_ID	should	follow	the	same	form	as	the	earlier	ones.	For	instance,	
suppose	that	VRA_ID	“2_SIBOTI”	was	not	performing	his	or	her	duties	and	you	decided	to	hire	someone	
new.	You	would	find	someone	from	Siboti	ward,	and	give	him	or	her	the	new	VRA_ID	“4_SIBOTI”	(since	
“3_SIBOTI”	is	already	taken	by	another	VRA).	Then,	for	the	remainder	of	the	project,	you	would	simply	
place	“4_SIBOTI”	in	all	of	the	spots	in	the	monitoring	form	that	were	originally	allocated	to	the	VRA	with	
ID	“2_SIBOTI”.	

What	should	I	do	if	I	am	having	a	problem	with	ICT/BVR	kits?	Your	REC	has	a	budget	for	emergency	ICT	
issues	in	order	to	ensure	that	this	project	runs	smoothly.	Prior	to	the	start	of	the	project,	please	ensure	
that	your	BVR	kits,	computer,	and	batteries	are	in	good	working	order.	If	you	need	an	additional	kit	or	
battery,	your	REC	can	help.	If,	during	the	course	of	the	intervention,	a	BVR	kit	breaks	or	batteries	are	
insufficient,	contact	your	REC	to	get	help	replacing	the	non-functional	technology.	

My	VRAs	are	assigned	to	the	polling	station	at	X	Primary	School	to	register	voters.	Do	they	need	to	set	
up	the	BVR	kit	inside	X	Primary	School	to	register?		No.	The	VRAs	should	look	for	a	shop	or	structure	
near	the	school	at	which	they	can	set	up	their	kit	to	register	people	to	vote.	Try	not	to	stray	too	far	from	
the	entrance	to	the	school,	so	that	citizens	can	easily	locate	your	registration	site.	

I	have	VRAs	assigned	to	a	canvassing	treatment.	Where	should	the	VRAs	canvass	relative	to	the	
polling	station?	Most	people	register	to	vote	at	the	polling	station	nearest	to	their	homes.	Thus,	polling	
stations	tend	to	serve	the	citizens	in	“neighborhoods”	closest	to	the	polling	station.	Of	course,	in	
different	areas,	a	“neighborhood”	may	be	relatively	small	(around	1	kilometer	from	the	polling	station),	
whereas	in	other	areas	the	neighborhood	may	be	quite	large.	Your	VRAs	should	attempt	to	cover	as	
much	of	the	surrounding	neighborhood	as	possible	during	the	two	days	of	the	canvassing	interventions,	
recognizing	that	some	areas	will	be	too	large	to	cover	in	two	days.	It	may	be	useful	to	brief	your	VRAs	on	
other	nearby	polling	stations,	so	that	they	can	get	a	sense	of	when	they	may	be	canvassing	too	far	from	
the	treated	polling	station.	
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Intervention	information	
	

Each	polling	station	area	receives	one	of	the	following	six	interventions.	

Each	intervention	takes	2	days.		

Communities	will	be	visited	for	only	four	interventions	(canvassing;	localization;	localization	+	
canvassing;	localization	+	SMS).	

Treatment	 Number	
of	VRAs	
required	

Description	of	the	intervention	

Control	 0	 Polling	station	is	included	in	the	study,	but	will	not	be	visited.	
Canvassing	 2	 The	two	VRAs	will	visit	citizens	in	the	local	area,	providing	

information	on	how	to	register	to	vote,	registration	rates	in	the	area,	
and	information	about	registering	to	vote	at	the	CEC’s	IEBC	office.		

SMS	 0	 HQ	will	send	a	mass	mobile	phone	alerts	to	those	already-registered	
in	that	area,	asking	them	to	encourage	their	unregistered	friends	and	
family	that	they	too	should	register.	

Localization	 1	 One	VRA	will	visit	the	community	for	2	days	with	a	voter	registration	
kit.	Citizens	will	be	able	to	register	on	the	spot.	

Localization	+	
Canvassing	

3	 One	VRA	will	visit	the	community	for	2	days	with	a	voter	registration	
kit.	Citizens	will	be	able	to	register	on	the	spot.	
The	other	two	VRAs	will	canvass	the	local	area,	providing	information	
on	how	to	register	to	vote,	registration	rates	in	the	area,	and	where	
the	closest	registration	opportunity	is.	

Localization	+	SMS	 1	 One	VRA	will	visit	the	community	for	2	days	with	a	voter	registration	
kit.	Citizens	will	be	able	to	register	on	the	spot.	
HQ	will	send	a	mass	mobile	phone	alerts	to	those	already-registered	
in	that	area,	asking	them	to	encourage	their	unregistered	friends	and	
family	that	they	too	should	register.	

	

	

	

	

	

	



COUNTY CONSTITUENCY WARD PS_NAME PS_ID INTERVENTION WEEK DATE_DAY1 DATE_DAY2 DAY1 DAY2 VRA_LOCAL VRA_CANVAS1 VRA_CANVAS2

KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH
RAGEN A.I.C. 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/048 Local+SMS 1 11/14/16 11/15/16 MON TUE 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
SIANY PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/107 Canvassing 1 11/14/16 11/15/16 MON TUE NA 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
MARABA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/030 Local+SMS 1 11/14/16 11/15/16 MON TUE 2_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
BALA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/070 Canvassing 1 11/14/16 11/15/16 MON TUE NA 2_WEST NYAKACH 3_WEST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
HOLO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/089 Canvassing 1 11/16/16 11/17/16 WED THU NA 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
OREMO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/019 Local+SMS 1 11/16/16 11/17/16 WED THU 2_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
RAKWARO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/012 Local+SMS 1 11/16/16 11/17/16 WED THU 2_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH
RAGEN R.C. PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/066 Local+Canvassing 1 11/17/16 11/18/16 THU FRI 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH 1_CENTRAL NYAKACH 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
AOMO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/083 Local 2 11/21/16 11/22/16 MON TUE 3_WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
CHERWA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/029 Local 2 11/21/16 11/22/16 MON TUE 2_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
LWANDA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/095 Local 2 11/22/16 11/23/16 TUE WED 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
KOWIRE PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/027 Local 2 11/23/16 11/24/16 WED THU 2_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
NYAWALO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/078 Canvassing 2 11/24/16 11/25/16 THU FRI NA 2_WEST NYAKACH 1_WEST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
AGAI PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/097 Local 3 11/28/16 11/29/16 MON TUE 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
ASAO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/046 Local 3 11/28/16 11/29/16 MON TUE 1_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
OTHO ABWAO 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/085 Canvassing 3 11/29/16 11/30/16 TUE WED NA 2_WEST NYAKACH 3_WEST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
WENWA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/038 Local+Canvassing 3 11/30/16 12/1/16 WED THU 1_NORTH NYAKACH 3_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
RAMULA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/011 Local 3 11/30/16 12/1/16 WED THU 3_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
KIBWON PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/101 Local 3 12/1/16 12/2/16 THU FRI 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH
BUGO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/049 Local 3 12/1/16 12/2/16 THU FRI 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
NYADINA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/082 Canvassing 4 12/5/16 12/6/16 MON TUE NA 3_WEST NYAKACH 2_WEST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
PAW TENGE PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/047 Local+Canvassing 4 12/5/16 12/6/16 MON TUE 3_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH 1_NORTH NYAKACH

C Instruments: Dictionary



KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
ANDING'O OPANGA 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/073 Local+SMS 4 12/7/16 12/8/16 WED THU 1_WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
NG'OMO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/039 Local 4 12/7/16 12/8/16 WED THU 1_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
NYABONDO DAY 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/105 Canvassing 4 12/8/16 12/9/16 THU FRI NA 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
SANG'ORO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/084 Local 5 12/12/16 12/13/16 MON TUE 1_WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
OBUON PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/041 Local+SMS 5 12/12/16 12/13/16 MON TUE 3_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
NDORI B.C. PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/102 Canvassing 5 12/13/16 12/14/16 TUE WED NA 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
KASAWO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/044 Canvassing 5 12/14/16 12/15/16 WED THU NA 1_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
NYONG'ONG'A 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/068 Local+Canvassing 5 12/15/16 12/16/16 THU FRI 2_WEST NYAKACH 1_WEST NYAKACH 3_WEST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
DIRUBI PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/099 Canvassing 5 12/15/16 12/16/16 THU FRI NA 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
NYAMARIMBA 
PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/001 Local+Canvassing 5 12/15/16 12/16/16 THU FRI 1_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH 3_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH
PEDO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/053 Local 6 12/19/16 12/20/16 MON TUE 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
RAE PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/017 Local 6 12/19/16 12/20/16 MON TUE 3_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
OMBUGO PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/087 Local 6 12/20/16 12/21/16 TUE WED 2_WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
ONG'IELORE PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/090 Canvassing 6 12/21/16 12/22/16 WED THU NA 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH
KACHAN PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/057 Local+Canvassing 6 12/21/16 12/22/16 WED THU 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH 1_CENTRAL NYAKACH 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH

KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH
KOBONG'O PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/074 Local 6 12/22/16 12/23/16 THU FRI 2_WEST NYAKACH NA NA

KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH
NDUGA PRIMARY 
SCHOOL 244/025 Canvassing 6 12/22/16 12/23/16 THU FRI NA 1_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH



COUNTY CONSTITUENCY WARD VRAs_NEEDED VRA_CODE NAME AGE GENDER EDUCATION PREV_EXPERIENCE_AS_VRA
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH 3 1_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH 3 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH 3 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH 3 1_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH 3 2_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH 3 3_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH 3 1_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH 3 2_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH 3 3_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH 3 1_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH 3 2_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH 3 3_WEST NYAKACH

D Instruments: VRA Information Form



COUNTY CONSTITUENCY WARD PS_NAME PS_ID INTERVENTION WEEK DAY1 DAY2 DATE_DAY1 DATE_DAY2 VRA_LOCAL
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH RAGEN A.I.C. PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/048 Local+SMS 1 MON TUE 11/14/16 11/15/16 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH SIANY PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/107 Canvassing 1 MON TUE 11/14/16 11/15/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH MARABA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/030 Local+SMS 1 MON TUE 11/14/16 11/15/16 2_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH BALA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/070 Canvassing 1 MON TUE 11/14/16 11/15/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH HOLO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/089 Canvassing 1 WED THU 11/16/16 11/17/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH OREMO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/019 Local+SMS 1 WED THU 11/16/16 11/17/16 2_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH RAKWARO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/012 Local+SMS 1 WED THU 11/16/16 11/17/16 2_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH RAGEN R.C. PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/066 Local+Canvassing 1 THU FRI 11/17/16 11/18/16 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH AOMO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/083 Local 2 MON TUE 11/21/16 11/22/16 3_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH CHERWA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/029 Local 2 MON TUE 11/21/16 11/22/16 2_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH LWANDA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/095 Local 2 TUE WED 11/22/16 11/23/16 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH KOWIRE PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/027 Local 2 WED THU 11/23/16 11/24/16 2_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH NYAWALO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/078 Canvassing 2 THU FRI 11/24/16 11/25/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH AGAI PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/097 Local 3 MON TUE 11/28/16 11/29/16 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH ASAO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/046 Local 3 MON TUE 11/28/16 11/29/16 1_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH OTHO ABWAO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/085 Canvassing 3 TUE WED 11/29/16 11/30/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH WENWA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/038 Local+Canvassing 3 WED THU 11/30/16 12/1/16 1_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH RAMULA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/011 Local 3 WED THU 11/30/16 12/1/16 3_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH KIBWON PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/101 Local 3 THU FRI 12/1/16 12/2/16 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH BUGO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/049 Local 3 THU FRI 12/1/16 12/2/16 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH NYADINA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/082 Canvassing 4 MON TUE 12/5/16 12/6/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH PAW TENGE PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/047 Local+Canvassing 4 MON TUE 12/5/16 12/6/16 3_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH ANDING'O OPANGA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/073 Local+SMS 4 WED THU 12/7/16 12/8/16 1_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH NG'OMO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/039 Local 4 WED THU 12/7/16 12/8/16 1_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NYABONDO DAY PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/105 Canvassing 4 THU FRI 12/8/16 12/9/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH SANG'ORO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/084 Local 5 MON TUE 12/12/16 12/13/16 1_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH OBUON PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/041 Local+SMS 5 MON TUE 12/12/16 12/13/16 3_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NDORI B.C. PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/102 Canvassing 5 TUE WED 12/13/16 12/14/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH KASAWO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/044 Canvassing 5 WED THU 12/14/16 12/15/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH NYONG'ONG'A PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/068 Local+Canvassing 5 THU FRI 12/15/16 12/16/16 2_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH DIRUBI PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/099 Canvassing 5 THU FRI 12/15/16 12/16/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH WEST NYAKACH NYAMARIMBA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/001 Local+Canvassing 5 THU FRI 12/15/16 12/16/16 1_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH PEDO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/053 Local 6 MON TUE 12/19/16 12/20/16 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH RAE PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/017 Local 6 MON TUE 12/19/16 12/20/16 3_NORTH NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH OMBUGO PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/087 Local 6 TUE WED 12/20/16 12/21/16 2_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH SOUTH EAST NYAKACH ONG'IELORE PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/090 Canvassing 6 WED THU 12/21/16 12/22/16 NA
KISUMU NYAKACH CENTRAL NYAKACH KACHAN PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/057 Local+Canvassing 6 WED THU 12/21/16 12/22/16 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH WEST NYAKACH KOBONG'O PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/074 Local 6 THU FRI 12/22/16 12/23/16 2_WEST NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH NORTH NYAKACH NDUGA PRIMARY SCHOOL 244/025 Canvassing 6 THU FRI 12/22/16 12/23/16 NA

E Instruments: Monitoring Form



VRA_CANVAS1 VRA_CANVAS2 DATE__DAY1 DATE__DAY2 VRA__LOCAL VRA__CANVAS1 VRA__CANVAS2 KIT_DAY1 KIT_DAY2 NOTES FIELD_VISIT VISIT_DATE VISIT_NOTES
NA NA NA NA

1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

2_WEST NYAKACH 3_WEST NYAKACH NA NA NA
1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA NA

NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

1_CENTRAL NYAKACH 2_CENTRAL NYAKACH
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

2_WEST NYAKACH 1_WEST NYAKACH NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

2_WEST NYAKACH 3_WEST NYAKACH NA NA NA
3_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH

NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

3_WEST NYAKACH 2_WEST NYAKACH NA NA NA
2_NORTH NYAKACH 1_NORTH NYAKACH

NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA NA
1_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA NA
1_WEST NYAKACH 3_WEST NYAKACH

2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA NA
2_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH 3_SOUTH WEST NYAKACH

NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA

1_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH 2_SOUTH EAST NYAKACH NA NA NA
1_CENTRAL NYAKACH 3_CENTRAL NYAKACH

NA NA NA NA
1_NORTH NYAKACH 2_NORTH NYAKACH NA NA NA



COUNTY CONSTITUENCY DATE WEEK DAY KIT1_ID KIT2_ID NOTES
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/13/16 1 SUNDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/14/16 1 MONDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/15/16 1 TUESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/16/16 1 WEDNESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/17/16 1 THURSDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/18/16 1 FRIDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/19/16 1 SATURDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/20/16 2 SUNDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/21/16 2 MONDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/22/16 2 TUESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/23/16 2 WEDNESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/24/16 2 THURSDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/25/16 2 FRIDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/26/16 2 SATURDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/27/16 3 SUNDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/28/16 3 MONDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/29/16 3 TUESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 11/30/16 3 WEDNESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/1/16 3 THURSDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/2/16 3 FRIDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/3/16 3 SATURDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/4/16 4 SUNDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/5/16 4 MONDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/6/16 4 TUESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/7/16 4 WEDNESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/8/16 4 THURSDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/9/16 4 FRIDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/10/16 4 SATURDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/11/16 5 SUNDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/12/16 5 MONDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/13/16 5 TUESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/14/16 5 WEDNESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/15/16 5 THURSDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/16/16 5 FRIDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/17/16 5 SATURDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/18/16 6 SUNDAY NA NA
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/19/16 6 MONDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/20/16 6 TUESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/21/16 6 WEDNESDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/22/16 6 THURSDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/23/16 6 FRIDAY
KISUMU NYAKACH 12/24/16 6 SATURDAY NA NA

F Instruments: Kit CEO ID Form



COUNTY CONSTITUENCY LOCATION CHIEFS_NAME PARTICIPATE_IN_ID_FACILITATION INTRODUCTORY_CONTACT_DATE ID_CHIEF_FOLLOW_UP_DATE
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH
KISUMU NYAKACH

G Instruments: Chief Monitoring Form



FOLLOW_UP_DATE1 FOLLOW_UP_DATE2 FOLLOW_UP_DATE3 FOLLOW_UP_DATE4 FOLLOW_UP_DATE5 FOLLOW_UP_DATE6 REMARKS
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